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Review.

An Australian Bird Book,by J. A. Leach, n.sc., eighth
edition, revised and edited by Charles Barrett, O.M.Z.S., pp.
1-200, mus., price, 8/6.

The eagerly-awaited, re-arranged edition of It Leach" has
now been issued, but it is to be regretted that neither the reviser
nor the 'publishers can be congratulated on the result, for it is
feared that the book may not CI survive the operation." While
appreciating the difficulties to be overcome, and the very natural
desire of .the editor to preserve the style and spirit of the
original author's 'work, it is felt that by the adoption of this
attitude a' golden opportunity has been lost to ensure the con
tinued existence of this most useful and popular book. The
neglect of finer details and the removal of the black and white
illustrations have increased the difficulties of the beginner, who
cannot be expected to identify birds from the short descriptions
only. Through an unfortunate oversight, references in the.
original text to the now absent black and white pictures are
still included in the present edition, e.g. Emu, etc. Several errors,
particularly regarding the distribution and status of certain spe
cies, still remain unaltered. The classification employed is anti
quated and must further detract from the value of the book
which cannot be regarded as a modern work; the list of
differences in classification between the book and the R.A.O:G.
Checklist (1926) is unwarranted and of little practical value,
seeing that the Checklist itself is badly in need of revision. The
new half-tones of nests, etc., hardly compensate for the deleted
pictures, and though interesting in themselves, the impression
given is that we have seen some of them before. The book is
slightly Iarger in size than earlier editions.Iwhioh rused to fit
snugly into one's pocket, and contains a short biographical
sketch, with portrait, of the late Dr. Leach .
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